What we did together at Clean Power, Healthy Communities 2017

300 Bay Area community activists, businesses, elected officials, and movers and shakers came together to share and learn together about the importance and role of energy in building a movement for justice.

A celebration of 10 years of high-impact achievement, including the establishment of East Bay Community Energy – a groundbreaking Community Choice energy program.

A world premiere book launch for Energy Democracy: Advancing Equity in Clean Energy Solutions, a highly-acclaimed collection representing the voices of energy democracy leaders around the country.

PLENARY SESSIONS featuring Energy Democracy authors and organizations with national significance

BREAKOUT SESSIONS on impact of local energy development on local empowerment

INTENSE NETWORKING creating new relationships and new collaborations to democratize energy

NATIONAL WEBCAST about the strategies and practices needed to successfully address the threat of climate change.

SUPPORTED BY 82 Sponsoring Organizations

HOSTED BY 32 Local Community Leaders

It was a celebration of the movement to strengthen environmental, economic, and social justice with sensational food, music, drink, camaraderie, and community.

We exceeded our fundraising goal of $55,000 from our community in support of our work.

Thank you for bringing energy to the movement for justice!